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	VMware ESX and ESXi in the Enterprise: Planning Deployment of Virtualization Servers (2nd Edition), 9780137058976 (0137058977), Prentice Hall, 2011

	Edward L. Haletky’s Complete, Solutions-Focused Guide to Running ESX Server 3.5, vSphere, and VMware 4.x


	 


	Extensively updated and revised, this is the definitive real-world guide to planning, deploying, and managing VMware ESX Server 3.5, VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi), or VMware vSphere 4.x cloud computing in mission-critical environments.


	 


	Drawing on his extensive experience consulting on enterprise VMware implementations, renowned expert Edward L.
	Haletky offers a “soup-to-nuts” collection of field-tested best practices and solutions. He illuminates the real benefits, issues, tradeoffs, and pitfalls associated with VMware’s newest platforms, using real-world examples that draw upon both VMware and third-party products.


	 


	This edition features detailed coverage of new vSphere features such as Storage IO Control, Network IO Control, Load-Based Teaming, Distributed Virtual Switches, ESXi, hardware and processors, and a significantly expanded discussion of auditing and monitoring. Haletky offers new or enhanced coverage of VM Hardware, virtual networking, VMsafe, and more.


	 


	All new coverage is thoroughly integrated into Haletky’s insightful discussion of the entire lifecycle: planning, installation, templates, monitoring, tuning, clustering, security, disaster recovery, and more. Haletky consistently presents the most efficient procedures, whether they use graphical tools or the command line.


	 


	You’ll learn how to:


	•    Assess VMware datacenter and infrastructure hardware requirements


	•    Understand technical, licensing, and management differences between ESX/ESXi 3.5 and 4.x


	•    Plan installation for your environment and identify potential “gotchas”


	•    Select, configure, utilize, and support storage cost-effectively


	•    Manage key operational issues associated with virtual infrastructure


	•    Adapt existing network and security infrastructure to virtualization


	•    Configure ESX from host connections


	•    Configure ESX Server from Virtual Centers or hosts


	•    Create, modify, and manage VMs (with detailed Windows, Linux, and NetWare examples)


	•    Troubleshoot VM issues with eDirectory, private labs, firewalls, and clusters


	•    Utilize vSphere 4.1’s improved Dynamic Resource Load Balancing (DRLB)


	•    Implement disaster recovery, business continuity, and backup


	•    Plan for vApps and the future of virtualization


	 


	VMware ESX and ESXi in the Enterprise has long been the definitive single-source guide to VMware planning, deployment, and management. For today’s VMware architects, administrators, and managers, this edition will be even more valuable.
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Fundamentals of Fiber Lasers and Fiber Amplifiers (Springer Series in Optical Sciences)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the fundamental aspects of fiber lasers and fiber amplifiers, and includes a wide range of material from laser physics fundamentals to state-of-the-art topics, as well as industrial applications in the rapidly growing field of quantum electronics. Emphasis is placed on the nonlinear processes taking place in fiber lasers and...


		

Computational Intelligence in Expensive Optimization Problems (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2010

	In modern science and engineering, laboratory experiments are replaced by high fidelity and computationally expensive simulations. Using such simulations reduces costs and shortens development times but introduces new challenges to design optimization process. Examples of such challenges include limited computational resource for simulation...


		

Scientific Data Management: Challenges, Technology, and DeploymentCRC Press, 2009

	Dealing with the volume, complexity, and diversity of data currently being generated by scientific experiments and simulations often causes scientists to waste productive time. Scientific Data Management: Challenges, Technology, and Deployment describes cutting-edge technologies and solutions for managing and analyzing vast...





	

Dojo: Using the Dojo JavaScript Library to Build Ajax Applications (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2008
Dojo offers Web developers and designers a powerful JavaScript toolkit for rapidly developing robust Ajax applications. Now, for the first time, there’s a complete, example-rich developer’s guide to Dojo and its growing library of prepackaged widgets. Reviewed and endorsed by the Dojo Foundation, the creators of Dojo, this book brings...

		

Practical Ruby for System Administration (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2007
Ruby has set the world on fire, proving itself a serious challenger to Perl and Python in all spheres. In particular, more and more people are discovering that Ruby's flexibility, superb feature set, and gentle learning curve make it a natural choice for system administration tasks, from the humblest server to the largest enterprise deployment....

		

Professional iOS Database Application ProgrammingWrox Press, 2013

	WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF THE IPHONE, Apple revolutionized the mobile computing market. The

	iPhone transformed the mobile phone from a device that you could use to make calls, check e-mail,

	and look up movie times into a computer that could run almost any type of application. Since the

	iPhone’s release in 2007, developers have...
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